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ABSTRACT: There will be ramifications for our society's progress if transportation technology improves significantly. In order 
to build safe, environmentally friendly, comfortable, and excellent transportation systems, enterprises are increasingly 
extensively spending in research and development. Nanomaterials, notional CNRP aircraft performance, and the potential 
influence of such a vehicle on airports and airspace are discussed in this study, as well as the discussed about the overall goals 
and methodologies. By using a hydrothermal synthesis approach, the perovskite BiFeO3 and sillenite Bi25FeO40 phases may 
be selectively switched on and off at different temperatures. Sillenite and perovskite-structured nanocomposites had greater 
photocatalytic ability than commercially available Degussa P25 titania and pure BiFeO3 nanoparticles. Bi25FeO40-rGO 
nanocomposite, in comparison to BiFeO3-rGO nanocomposite, has shown higher photocatalytic performance and stability 
under visible light irradiation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is inherently multidisciplinary, incorporating the 
expertise of several core aviation and nanotechnology 
disciplines, such as molecular nanosystems, aircraft 
performance models and simulations, air traffic 
management operations and procedures, aircraft 
economics and system efficiency, in the research on 
aviation nanotechnology at MITRE.. Achieving the overall 
project goals is made easier by incorporating specific 
applications from each discipline. These include carbon 
nanotube polymer molecular mechanics modelling, 
aircraft performance simulations and analysis, wake 
vortex analysis and modelling, airport and airspace 
capacity analyses, and aircraft efficiency analyses. 

1.1 Use of Nanomaterials in the Airline Industry 

To counter customer trends favouring low-cost travel, the 
airline sector must conduct more cost-effective processes. 
As a result of growing worldwide awareness about carbon 
footprints and the depletion of fossil fuels, all businesses 
are working to reduce their reliance on nonrenewable 
energy sources. 

Airlines use a lot of fossil fuels, and as a result, the aviation 
industry is looking for ways to improve fuel efficiency 
while also creating materials that are both safer and 
tougher. 

Because of their small size, nanoparticles have unique 
qualities that aeronautics has discovered via the use of 
their solution: exceedingly small particles (larger than 
atoms but smaller than their bulk material equivalents). 

Scientists have made great progress in developing 
applications for nanoparticles in the last several years. 

We know enough about nanoparticles now, even though 
they've only scratched the surface of their potential to 
make big upheavals in a wide range of industries, including 
aerospace. 

1.2 Nanotechnology 

Nanotechnology has two primary applications in aircraft 
engineering. In the first place, it's being utilised to make 
aluminium better. There is a tendency for discolorations, 
grain boundaries and voids to form in aluminium alloys 
used in aircraft fuselages, which has been discovered using 
electron microscopes. All of these flaws have the potential 
to degrade the material, resulting in fractures and breaks. 

Scientists have discovered that adding a cobalt 
nanoparticle to an aircraft's fuselage can increase its 
overall strength. Research suggests that a fuselage free of 
defects might be 100 times stronger than current 
manufacturing models. By using less material to create the 
fuselage, we can fly farther on less fuel, which saves both 
money and the environment. Fuel efficiency and the 
production of safer, stronger, and less expensive materials 
are important goals for the sector. 

In addition to investigating composite materials, 
nanotechnology aids aircraft engineering. Lightweight and 
robust qualities of composite materials make them 
increasingly popular for use in aircraft. Fibers like carbon 
intertwined with a polymer matrix form composite 
materials, which are strong and long-lasting. Researchers 
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still don't fully understand the material's reactions to 
things like UV rays from the sun and impact. 

1.3 Improving Composite Materials 

There has been a lot of work done recently to make 
composite materials stronger and more resistant to things 
that can go wrong during plane flight. Nanoparticles in the 
polymer matrix have been found to increase the strength 
and durability of the material thus far. 

At this time, the material isn't ready for commercial usage 
since further testing is needed to figure out how to 
effectively disperse the nanoparticles throughout the 
polymer matrix, which is an arduous task. This procedure 
can take some time, but once a trustworthy approach is 
found, it will have a big impact on the aerospace industry. 
Composite materials that are both lighter and stronger 
might result in stronger, safer, and more fuel-efficient 
aircraft. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The properties of nanocrystalline materials differ in a size-
dependent manner from those of the relevant bulk 
material, making them extremely fascinating for material 
science research. In the medical, commercial, and 
ecological sectors, distinctive electrical, mechanical, 
optical, and imaging qualities are highly sought after in 
manufactured NPs, which show physicochemical 
characteristics (Todescato et al., 2016). 

They concentrate on characterising, creating and 
engineering nanoscale biological and non-biological 
objects with unique and innovative functional features 
down to the scale of a few tens of nanometers (nm). Many 
manufacturers, both large and small, have demonstrated 
the potential benefits of nanotechnology, and commercial 
products, such as those made by the microelectronics, 
aerospace, and pharmaceutical industries, are currently in 
mass production (Weiss et al., 2006). 

To now, health and fitness products made using 
nanotechnology are the most popular, followed by 
electronic and computer products and items for the home 
and garden. A number of industries, including food 
processing and packaging, have hailed nanotechnology as 
the next great leap forward in development. Organic dye 
molecule-based RET system with noble metal components 
Bio photonics and material science have recently piqued 
the curiosity of NPs (Lei et al., 2015). 

 

Many colours can be seen in the visible region of metal NPs 
like Au and Ag due to plasmon resonance, which is caused 
by electron collective oscillations at the surface of NPs 
(Unser et al., 2015). 

In order to operate as an antistatic polymer, researchers 
created nanoscale ionic materials with OH groups (NSiF-
Hs) (Joshi and Chatterjee,2016). As a supramolecular 
crosslinking agent in PU, NSiF-Hs behaves as a liquid at 
room temperature. It's possible to use this PU hybrid as a 
revolutionary nanomaterial for antistatic in autos and 
aerospace interiors because of its permanent antistatic 
property due to its ionic bond. 

Nanotechnology has many uses in aircraft, including light-
weight nanocomposites, high-strength nanomaterials, 
energy-efficient electronics and displays, multifunctional 
materials with sensors, enhanced air purification filters 
and membranes, and many more (Meyyappan, 2007). 
There are currently aviation industries using the 
incorporation of certain nanoparticles with bulk metals. 
Various nanomaterials and their characteristics as well as 
their aerospace applications are discussed(Baibhav, 2017). 

3. APPLICATIONS OF NANOTECHNOLOGY IN 
AEROSPACE 

Many companies rely on aerospace transportation because 
it is capable of transporting vast quantities of people and 
goods throughout the world in a fraction of the time it 
would take with other forms of transportation. The 
aerospace industry demands extreme precision and 
security since even the smallest flaws in manufacture or 
operation put the lives of many people in jeopardy. As a 
result, these businesses invest heavily and exercise 
extreme caution. There should be high yield strength 
materials used in aircraft. There should be high tensile 
strength, corrosion resistance and low density materials 
used in aviation. At the moment, aerospace R&D is heavily 
focused on the development of lightweight materials with 
high strength and the design of highly efficient but low-
pollution engines. 

A wide range of nanotechnology applications may be found 
in aerospace, including ultra-lightweight nanocomposites, 
high strength nanomaterials, energy-efficient electronics 
and displays, sensor-enabled multifunctional materials, 
and air purification filters and membranes (Meyyappan, 
2007). There are numerous aerospace industries that use 
nanoparticles combined with bulk metals. Table 1 
highlights the many features and applications of 
nanomaterials in aerospace. 
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Table 1 Nanomaterials and their functional properties in aerospace. 

Nanomaterials Functional properties 

SiO2, Al2O3, ZrO2 Scratch resistance 

Nanoclay, graphene Gas barrier 

CuO, TiO2, ZnO Antimicrobial 

Nanoclay Corrosion and fire retardant 

TiO2, ZnO, BaSO4, CeO2, 
graphene 

Ultraviolet stability 

 

Carbon nanotubes, nanoclay, graphene, and nanofibers are 
the most often used nanomaterials. Because of their 
outstanding toughness, stiffness, and unique 
characteristics, carbon-based nanoparticles are commonly 
utilised as fillers in a wide range of polymers. The resulting 
nanocomposites have excellent thermal, mechanical, and 
electrical properties, and are both strong and light in 
weight. As a result of this research, better aircraft brake 
discs can be developed, as can self-healing composites and 
interactive and robust windscreens. CNTs strengthen the 
composite panel's strength while also acting as an 
electrical conductor, allowing electricity to flow through it 
and into the surrounding structures. 

Single walled CNTs, a type of nanomaterial, are used to 
screen sensitive aircraft components from electromagnetic 
radiation. Passengers aboard aeroplanes suffer from 
vibrations and sensitive engine components can be 
damaged as a result of excessive engine vibrations. 
Vibration damping can be improved by using 
nanomaterials that can stop slip motion and dissipate 
vibrations fast. Moisture, sunshine, and oxygen exposure 
cause surface deterioration of coatings on aircraft vehicles. 
We can reduce surface deterioration while maintaining the 
coating's original qualities by mixing in various 
nanoparticles. Polymeric coatings including multi-walled 
CNTs, TiO2, SiO2 nanoparticles, and graphene have surface 
cracks reduced, UV degradation reduced, and their lifespan 
increased. This is because of these additives. The addition 
of nanoclay to aircraft paints increases the paints' flame 
retardant and scratch resistance qualities. 

 

 

 

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

4.1 Synthesis of TiO2 and Fe2O3 nanocomposites 
(Green method).  

Aloe Vera gel10 was used as a fuel in the solution 
combustion process to produce TiO2 and Fe2O3 
nanocomposites. To 80ml of deionized water, we added 20 
ml of freshly gathered Aloe Vera gel. A filter was used to 
separate out the gel from the final solution. In order to 
synthesise TiO2 and Fe2O3 nanocomposites, this gel was 
utilised as a fuel source. We used the metal precursor salts 
Titanium IV isopropoxide (Sigma Aldrich) and Ferric 
nitrate (Fe(NO3)3•9H2O) (Sigma Aldrich) in Aloe Vera gel 
in separate silica crucibles. A magnetic stirrer was used to 
combine the ingredients. The mixtures were heated in a 
muffle furnace set to 38010 °C before being used. A clear 
gel was created by bubbling the mixture. The gel then 
expanded to fill the vessel, forming a white froth on top. A 
white powder with a very porous structure was left behind 
as the froth's surface began to burn. This burning 
continued fast throughout the volume. The response's 
released energy raised the temperature by 200 degrees 
Celsius, making it easier to shape TiO2 and Fe2O3 
nanoparticles. 

4.2 Synthesis of TiO2-Fe2O3 nanocomposite.  

The impregnation process was utilised to load iron oxides 
onto titanium dioxide with only minor modifications, such 
as replacing ethanol with water and utilising a simple 
stirrer instead of an ultrasonicator16, which reduced costs 
and toxicity towards the organic solvent. To make the 0.1M 
of TiO2-Fe2O3 oxide materials, sufficient amounts of TiO2 
and Fe2O3 powder were added to an aqueous solution and 
stirred continuously at 80 °C for 30 minutes. When it was 
all said and done, we had a uniformly woody-colored 
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solution. Additionally, when ammonia (NH3) was added 
drop by drop to change the pH of the solution from basic to 
neutral, a heterogeneous (fall apart) type solution 
appeared. The final product was calcined at 500°C for 
three hours after being dried and ground. 

4.3 Materials characterization.  

The X-ray difraction (XRD) patterns of the produced 
nanomaterials were examined to determine their 

crystalline structure (Fig. 1). Both BiFeO3 and BiFeO3-rGO 
have difraction peaks that are consistent with the single-
phase perovskite structure of BiFeO3 (R3c space group) 
(JCPDS card No. 86–1518). Contrarily, Bi25FeO40-rGO 
difraction peaks match up well with Bi25FeO40's single-
phase sillenite structure (I23 space group; JCPDS card No. 
46–0416). The distinctive peak of GO at (002) is missing 
from the comparable patterns for both nanocomposites, 
indicating a reduction in GO. 

.  

 

Figure 1. XRD patterns of GO, BiFeO3 at 180 °C, sillenite Bi25FeO40-rGO at 180 °C, and perovskite BiFeO3-rGO nanocomposite 
at 200 °C. 

The synthesised nanomaterials' average particle size was 
derived from histograms of particle size retrieved from 
their FESEM images. BiFeO3-rGO nanocomposites (40nm) 
and Bi25FeO40-rGO nanocomposites (40nm) with rGO 
have smaller average particle sizes than pure BiFeO3 
nanoparticles (70nm), as demonstrated in Supplemental 
Fig. S1. A higher surface-to-volume ratio in a photocatalyst 
is required because of the lower particle size. The 

mechanism of particle growth suppression by rGO 
incorporation has previously been described. 

Stability and Photocatalytic Degradation Activity. Using 
BiFeO3 nanoparticles, rGO nanocomposites, and 
Bi25FeO40-rGO nanocomposites, researchers have 
successfully degraded RhB dye under visible light 
irradiation. The RhB dye degradation experiment was also 
carried out using commercially available Degussa P25 
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titania nanoparticles and Bi25FeO40 nanoparticles for 
comparison. RhB's UV-vis absorbance spectra when 
Bi25FeO40-rGO is utilised as the photocatalyst are shown 
in Figure 1. To find out how quickly the photocatalysts 
degrade, the Langmuir-Hinshelwood model was used to 
Fig. 4(c). Degussa P25, BiFeO3, Bi25FeO40, BiFeO3-rGO, 
and Bi25FeO40-rGO have degradation rates of 
6.4104min1, 2.83min1, 2.88min1, 4.45 min1, and 5.91 
min1, respectively. Notably, Bi25FeO40-rGO has the 
strongest photocatalytic degradation capacity, with 

degradation rates that are 108 percent, 104 percent, and 
33 percent higher than those of BiFeO3, Bi25FeO40, and 
BiFeO3-rGO, respectively. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

H+ adsorption, H+ reduction, and subsequent desorption 
lead to H2 production throughout the hydrogen generating 
process. In this way, the hydrogen evolution process's 
crucial step of adsorption emerges as the driving force and 
determines the adsorption process. 

 

Figure 2. Hydrogen evolution over NiS@MIL-101, CoNi3S4@ MIL-101, Co2Ni2S4@MIL-101, Co3NiS4@MIL-101, and CoS@ 
MIL-101 photocatalysts in 100 mL 10% (v/v) TEOA aqueous solution (pH 9) under visible-light irradiation (λ ≥ 420 nm). 

Reproduced with permission from ref 193. Copyright 2017, with permission from Elsevier. 

There have been previous reports suggesting that the 
adsorption of the intermediate structure changes the 
activation energy at different crystal facets. This finding 
supports those earlier studies that show this. 
Consequently, research analysing structural orientations 

with minimal adsorption and overpotential energy is 
critical. When it came to transition metal sulphides, the 
authors of this study found that Co2Ni2S4@MIL-101 had 
the maximum activity (Figure 2). 
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Figure 3. (a) CV of TiO2, Fe2O3 and TiO2-Fe2O3 electrode at 10 mVs−1 . CV of (b) TiO2, (c) Fe2O3 and (d) TiO2-Fe2O3 
electrode at various scan rates. 

CV plots commonly show an oxidation peak during 
charging and a reduction peak during discharge. CV was 

first carried out at a scan rate of 10mV/s between 1.6V and 
0.9V as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 4. (a) Plot highlighting the effect of the surface area of the co-catalyst on the photocatalytic H2 generation. (b) Plot 
highlighting the effect of the F to O atomic ratio on the surface of the co-catalyst on photocatalytic H2 generation. (c) Schematic 

illustration of the charge separation and transfer occurring in the CdS/Ti3C2 upon visible-light illumination. The 
photogenerated electrons and holes are represented by red and blue spheres, respectively. (d) Plausible hydrogen generation 

mechanism in the CdS/Ti3C2 system upon visible-light irradiation. The green sphere denotes H+ . White, gray, red, yellow, 
cyan, and gold spheres denote H, C, O, S, Ti and Cd atoms, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref 176. Copyright 

2017, with permission from Nature. 

Using niobium pentoxide/carbon/niobium carbide as a 
photocatalyst, Su and coworkers recently developed a new 
photocatalyst. More than four times as efficient, the MXene 
hybrid nanostructure was shown to be when compared to 
the pure niobium pentoxide Improved charge separation 
at the interface was found to be responsible for the 
increased efficiency, which led to less electron-hole 
recombination. 175 Another study used a CdS/Ti3C2 
composite structure as an effective cocatalyst. Photons at 
420 nm illuminated the composite and it gave out 14 342 
mol h-1 g-1 hydrogen evolution (Figure 3). 

CONCLUSION 

It has been possible to make an intriguing class of 
photoactive NMs because of the scientific community's 
increasing growth and interest. Bulk synthesis of 
photocatalysts active in visible light with band topologies 
appropriate for the water splitting reaction is the key 
challenge. To synthesise highly efficient visible light 
photocatalysts of the bismuth ferrite-rGO nanocomposite 
family whose phase can be adjusted by altering the 
synthesis temperature, we demonstrated a low 

temperature flexible hydrothermal approach. To get 
improved optical absorption and better band edge shifts, 
researchers combined rGO sheets with pristine BiFeO3 
and Bi25FeO40 nanoparticles. Included rGO improved the 
photocatalytic capacity of the nanocomposites, as they 
degraded RhB dye better and produced more hydrogen by 
water splitting than pure BiFeO3 nanoparticles or the 
conventional photocatalyst, Degusa P25 titanium. These 
advantages were also reflected in the addition of rGO. 
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